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Abstract—Using an optimized delay-differential-equation
model, we efficiently simulate the signal propagation through
a quantum-dot semiconductor amplifier. We analyze the device
performance by means of the signal quality factor when amplifying signals on either the ground or excited state transition, in
dependence of pump current and signal power.
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Quantum-dot semiconductor optical amplifiers (QDSOAs)
are potential candidates for use in high bit-rate optical data
communication, due to the fast scattering of charge carriers in
a carrier reservoir into the optically active quantum-dot (QD)
states [1]. The broad amplification spectrum of QDs due to
inhomogeneous broadening and the existence of excited state
transitions potentially allows the amplification of signals over
a broad range of wavelengths. In this work we explore this
possibility and investigate the device performance on ground
state (GS) and excited state (ES) wavelengths to explore
optimal operation conditions.
M ODEL

We consider a 3 mm long QDSOA device with a 4 µm wide
ridge waveguide structure, with an active medium consisting
of aL = 10 InGaAs quantum-well (QW) layers (thickness
hQW = 5 nm), each embedding a density of N QD = 3.5 ×
1010 cm−2 InAs QDs. The energy structure across one QD is
sketched in Fig. 1. We describe the QDSOA device using a
delay differential equation (DDE) approach [2]. We discretize
the device along the propagation axis z into 31 equally spaced
points along the device. The slowly varying electric field
amplitude of the forward and backward propagating wave
E± (z, t) is then given by
∆t

E± (z, t) =e 2 [g(z,t)+g(z∓∆z,t−∆t)] E± (z ∓ ∆z, t − ∆t)
+ η(z, t) ,
(1)
where ∆z is the distance between space discretization points,
and ∆t = ∆z/vg is the corresponding propagation time, with
vg the group velocity, and η(z, t) is a colored noise source
term, describing spontaneous emission. The amplitude gain
g(z, t) is determined from the material equations for electrons
and holes (denoted by b ∈ {e, h}) evaluated at each space
discretization point:
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Fig. 1.

Sketch of the energy structure across one QD within the QDSOA.

Here, wb is the charge carrier 2D density in each QW
layer, with J being √
the pump current density per layer, and
w
rloss
(we , wh ) = AS we wh + B S we wh describing linear and
bimolecular carrier losses. The QDs are distributed into subgroups with different transition energies in order to account for
the inhomogeneous broadening, labeled by the index j, while
the localized QD state is denoted by m ∈ {GS, ES}, with
their degeneracy (excluding spin) νm . We assume Gaussian
probability distributions f (j) around the respective central
wavelength with a FWHM of 28meV for the GS and 42meV
for the ES. The QD occupation probabilities ρjb,m are coupled
to the QW by charge scattering:


cap,j
cap,j,in
cap,j,out j
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(4)
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i
− Sbrel,j,out ρjb,GS 1 − ρjb,ES , (5)
where S cap describe direct capture or escape processes between QD and QW states, and S rel are intra-dot relaxation
processes (+ for GS, − for ES). The respective in and outscattering rates are microscopically calculated in dependence
of QW charge carrier density and temperature [3].
The stimulated emission coefficient for each QD subgroup
is given by
j
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(6)

j
j
where ∆ωm
= ωm
− ω is the frequency detuning between
the transition of the corresponding subgroup and the optical
wavelength, T2m and µm are the dephasing time and the optical
dipole moment for the m-th state. The total complex optical
gain is then given by
h̄ω 2N QD X
j
g(z, t) = Γ
νm f (j)gm
(z, t) ,
(7)
2εbg ε0 hQW j,m

with the optical confinement factor Γ and the background
permittivity εbg .
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PARAMETERS USED

IN THE SIMULATIONS .

value

symbol

value

AS
BS
T2GS
T2ES
εbg

0.6 ns−1
50 nm2 ns−1
200 fs × (1 +
300 fs × (1 +
14.2

WGS
WES
µGS
µES
Γ

0.45 ns−1
0.60 ns−1
0.55e0 nm
0.62e0 nm
0.06

gain / dB

symbol

20
15
10
5
0
5
10
10-4

j
−1
150mA )
j
−1
)
150mA

30
25
quality factor Q

TABLE I.

R ESULTS

We simulate the QDSOA with parameters given in Tab.1.
We introduce a phenomenological dependence of the dephasing times on the current, obtained from fits to experimental
data, as well as a temperature dependence T = 295 K + j ×
0.1 K mA−1 , where j = ηJAaL is the pump current, with an
injection efficiency η = 0.5 and the device area A.
A characterization of the gain properties of the device is
shown in Fig. 2 for different pump currents in dependence
of the optical cw input power. With increasing current, a
saturation of the GS gain can be observed, whereas the ES
gain continues to increase and surpasses that of the GS at
around 200 mA. The ES transition therefore potentially offers
a greater gain than the GS. However, the ES also shows a
stronger gain compression with increasing input optical power,
i.e., the device is unable to provide a high gain once the input
signals become too strong, thus limiting the operation on the
ES to smaller optical power.
We now consider pseudo-random optical on-off-keyed bitsignal patterns at a repetition rate of 40 Gb s−1 as input to
the amplifier, with varying average power. We evaluate the
amplification performance in terms of the quality factor Q:
hIion − hIiof f
,
σon + σof f
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Fig. 3.
Quality factor of an amplified pseudo-random bit sequence on
the GS (solid) or the ES (dashed), for different pump currents. The insets
show representative eye-diagrams of the amplified output GS bit-pattern
corresponding to the circled data points.

Fig. 2. Gain saturation characteristics of the QDSOA device. Shown is the
device gain of an optical cw signal in dependence of its input power for
different currents j. The signal is either centered on the GS (solid lines) or
the ES (dashed lines).
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where hIion/of f is the average output intensity of the one
or zero-bit, respectively, and σon/of f is the corresponding
variance of the output intensity level.
Figure 3 shows the Q-factor for GS and ES amplification in
dependence of the average input signal power. The insets show
the corresponding eye-diagrams of the output signal, created by
overlaying the whole time-series of the output intensity within
an interval of three bits. A high quality factor corresponds to
clearly distinguishable zero and one-bits of the output signal.
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An optimum value of the input power can be seen [4], limited
by noise at smaller signal strengths, and the onset of nonlinear
patterning effects at higher intensities. With higher currents,
the optimum Q-factor increases for the GS due to the saturation
of the GS gain along with increased scattering rates, refilling
the GS more efficiently and suppressing patterning effects.
The ES on the other hand shows a decrease of the optimum
with increasing current, owed to the more efficient coupling
of the ES population to the QW carrier reservoir. The stronger
response of the slow QW population then lead to pronounced
patterning effects.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

We have analyzed the amplification performance of a
QDSOA for operation on the ground or excited state. Both GS
and ES show an optimum input power of optical signals, given
by the interplay of noise and patterning effects. The operation
on the GS shows generally a better performance than on the
ES, attributed to the fast carrier relaxation from ES to GS
states, whereas only the QW acts as a carrier reservoir for ES
states.
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